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1. A Trusted Timer 

2. Secure Access to the Trusted Timer 

3. Secure Timekeeping Software 
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Figure 3: Two ways to visualize the effect of delay at-
tacks on SGX trusted time

We implement a delay attack in the OS by delay-
ing all SGX time packets with a random value sampled
from a uniform distribution of 0 to 1sec. The result in
Figure 3a shows that SGX time durations varies in real
time. For example, SGX notion of 1sec fluctuates within
0 to 2.5sec, while 4sec varies between 2.2 to 5.5 sec.
Time fuzziness due to delay attacks affect many applica-
tions [31]. For example, Timecard [24] servers need to
provide consistent response times to clients within few
msec of target delays. Fuzzy time in the order of seconds
distorts their sense of elapsed time resulting in wastage
of computation resources and no timely responses most
of the time.

The effect of delay attacks can also be visualized in
another way shown in Figure 3b. An application rely-
ing on SGX time measures 1sec durations on y-axis,
which in reality are dilated and compressed durations
on x-axis. Time advances without a fundamental fixed
frequency, resulting in either time dilation or compres-
sion across different intervals. Thus, delay attacks cause
SGX time to dilate and constrict, and we establish that
the path to our choice of trusted timer – SGX time – is
not secure.
[Challenge 3] A Secure Timekeeping Software. A
timekeeping service maintained by an enclave process
and threads is secure from memory manipulation but
it can still be attacked by a compromised OS. As OS
is responsible for scheduling threads, and a thread run-
ning in enclave mode is the same as a thread running in
normal mode from the OS perspective [10], it can mali-
ciously schedule the timekeeping threads to make time
inconsistent. We refer to attacks on timekeeping threads
through malicious scheduling as scheduling attacks and
these also result in time dilation or compression. Hence,
we establish that timekeeping software within secure en-
clave is also prone to attacks.

4.2 Threat Model
After listing all the challenges, we are in a position to
state our threat model. Our threat model considers TEE

by different vendors such as ARM TrustZone and Intel
SGX as trustworthy. TIMESEAL does not trust the OS
nor hypervisors as they can be corrupted. To maximize
damage, an attacker may stay undetected throughout the
system’s operation because consistent time uncertainty
is worse for the system as a single time jump can easily
be detected. Prior knowledge of the system and physi-
cal clock characteristics helps the attacker launch an at-
tack that degrades system performance without detec-
tion. For example, the OS knows that ‘aesmd daemon’
encapsulates PSE and handles SGX trusted time pack-
ets. Therefore, it launches delay attacks on SGX time
packets by intercepting all transmitted/received packets
to/from aesmd daemon. The attacker also knows that
SGX time increments every sec, referred to as SGX tick.
It may choose to delay a packet by any arbitrary value,
but to maintain stealthiness, it would choose to delay
by a sec or so. This causes an application polling SGX
time to not miss any SGX tick, and the attacker is still
capable of making SGX time fuzzy as established in
Challenge 2.

It is to be noted that an attack strategy of delaying
all SGX packets by a constant value does not harm a
system. Adding a constant value to true time does not
affect the rate at which time is elapsed. Rather, delaying
SGX packets by a different value adds variations to the
clock rate and distorts the passage of time. Therefore,
our threat model incorporates incremental, random, and
distribution based delay attacks on SGX packets. The
more variation in delay value, the more error an adver-
sary can accumulate.

The attacker is also capable of launching schedul-
ing attacks on enclave threads as established in
Challenge 3. We assume that an attacker does not
want to schedule out all threads of a process in order
to maintain stealthiness–if there are no threads running,
this is considered a detectable denial of service. An at-
tacker that does not fear detection and manipulates time
without any bounds delays SGX time packets for long
durations. However, an enclave polling SGX time would
detect missing ticks. We equate this scenario to a denial
of service, which becomes an availability issue rather
than a security issue.

TIMESEAL strives to protect against attackers capable
of launching scheduling attacks on SGX enclave threads
as well as delay attacks on SGX time packets.

4.3 TIMESEAL Overview

TIMESEAL is a secure time architecture that overcomes
the above mentioned challenges, i.e., the availability of
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Figure 3: (a) High-resolution SGX clock measures sub-
second durations compared to SGX tick that is only ca-
pable of measuring durations greater than a second. (b)
Achieved mean resolution of high-res clock is 0.1msec
with 0.4microsec standard deviation (std)

to a 1sec SGX time increment as an SGX tick. To get
fine time granularity, we develop a subtick service that
interpolates SGX ticks. This interpolation mechanism
uses an SGX tick, which has a large, known one-sec pe-
riod, and a subtick, which has a short, unknown sub-sec
period. SGX tick is used to establish the period of the
subtick, and together they can provide time with high
resolution.

To build a high resolution SGX clock–which we call
“high-res clock”–using SGX ticks and subticks, we use
a clock model to calculate the current time, i.e., tlocal =
SGXticks + subticks

MA(subticks per sec) , where tlocal is the local
time reported by our high-res clock, SGXticks repre-
sents seconds, and subticks divided by the moving mean
(MA) of multiple subticks per sec values in a window
represents the fractional part of a sec. Thus, we are able
to provide sub-sec clock resolution.

The subtick service is comprised of a timekeeping
thread inside an enclave that continuously polls SGX
time, and a counting thread that counts for one SGX
tick as shown in Figure 2. Note that counting thread
runs software executing a loop such that subticks cor-
respond to instruction cycles. We test the resolution of
our high-res clock by measuring fine time intervals. The
smallest duration that a clock is able to measure in a sta-
ble manner is its resolution. As shown in Figure 3a, the
sloped dotted line (blue) shows that the high-res clock
is capable of measuring sub-sec time durations. The
dashed (red) line shows that SGX time is not capable
of measuring durations that are less than a sec, i.e., a
new value comes once every sec. Figure 3b shows that
our high-res clock is able to achieve a mean resolution
of 0.1 msec, i.e., the clock is capable of measuring dura-
tions as small as 0.1 msec or timestamp events that are
apart by 0.1 msec. This 0.1 msec resolution is a result
of software instructions in subtick service that take up
CPU cycles. We can configure the code to improve or
relax this resolution.

Threads scheduled under high system load cause

subtick variations. We conduct experiments by run-
ning a large number of stressing threads along with the
subtick service to overload the system by 80%. This
causes fluctuations in subticks per sec that result in dis-
continuities in tlocal based on our current clock model.
Figure 4a shows a non monotonic clock with time dis-
continuities shifting the clock back in time. tlocal ex-
ceeds true SGX time as it advances at a rate higher than
the nominal rate.

To make the high-res clock monotonic, we revise
our clock model by advancing local time from pre-
vious local time instead of the latest SGX tick, i.e.
tlocal = tprev local +

subticks
MA(subticks per sec) . The result of this,

as shown in Figure 4b, is a monotonic clock where
tlocal significantly deviates from true time due to ac-
cumulated errors over time. We rely on the SGX tick
boundary to calculate the accumulated error, terror =
tlocal � SGXticks, and compensate for it. We thus pro-
pose a new clock model that not only advances time
with respect to previous time, but also takes into account
the accumulated error in local time at every SGX tick
boundary.

Adding huge offsets to remove error from time is not a
good practice as it can lead to negative durations or high
error fluctuations. Thus, we divide this error into smaller
chunks equal to the high-res clock resolution. We then
remove the error by subtracting small error chunks from
local time at every iteration until no error remains. This
process of removing error using smaller chunks is called
slewing time. Thus, our new clock model is, tlocal =
tprev local +

subticks
MA(subticks per sec) � slew(error). Figure 4c

shows that the slewed clock is monotonic and slowly
converges to true time during peak load.

5.1 Scheduling Attack and Mitigation
An enclave counting thread of the subtick service is con-
tinuously counting. This thread is subject to normal OS
scheduling policy and can be aborted/scheduled out at
any instant. As a result, the number of subticks per sec
over multiple SGX ticks are inconsistent. A compro-
mised OS may issue sophisticated attacks and schedule
out the counting thread to downgrade the time resolu-
tion to seconds, making the subtick service useless for
achieving high resolution.

A single counting thread is unlikely to provide a con-
sistent count every sec under malicious scheduling as
there is a higher probability that an attacker can iden-
tify the counting thread. Our goal is to provide a sta-
ble count every sec in the presence of high system
load and malicious OS scheduling, both of which may
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Figure 4: Comparison of different clock models to build a high resolution SGX clock. A clock should always be
monotonic and compensate for time errors during high system load

cause huge variations in count values over multiple SGX
ticks. We attain this goal by inducing uncertainty in
the OS scheduling policy: TIMESEAL employs multiple
threads and a thread counting policy design that reduces
the efficacy of an attack on the time resolution per sec.

5.1.1 Thread Counting Policy Design

One naive approach for inducing scheduling uncertainty
is to let all threads count all the time and choose one
maximum count value at the end of every SGX tick.
This is not an effective counting policy because a fair
OS scheduling interrupts all threads for the same amount
of time, and results in same reduced resolution as with
one counting thread. Another approach is to allow only
one thread to count at a time for a specific duration be-
fore switching to the next thread. If the order in which
the threads are scheduled and their count intervals are
known, a malicious OS can locate and interrupt the
thread that is ready to count. As such, we need to de-
sign policies that reduce this predictability.
Policy design variables. The design variables of a
thread counting policy include the number of threads,
the counting interval assigned to each thread, as well
as the order in which each thread counting interval oc-
curs. We first design three policies based on the latter
two variables and discuss how varying the number of
threads will affect each policy. For the purpose of clar-
ity, Figure 5 depicts the three general approaches for a
counting policy consisting of three threads1: T1, T2, and
T3. Each policy assigns an order and counting interval
to each thread. In summary,
• Policy A: assigns a different order but the same count

interval to the threads every sec
• Policy B: chooses a different order and count interval

every sec
• Policy C: chooses a different thread order every sec

while assigning a different count interval to every
thread within one sec.

All threads get the same amount of counting time over a

1Note that this figure only depicts the counting threads for clarity.
These threads will most likely compete with the rest of the OS.
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Figure 5: Multiple threads consuming equal CPU time
either in one SGX sec or across multiple seconds. Note
that threads count in a different order every sec

small (Policies A and B) or a long period (Policy C). In
order to assess the efficacy of each defense, we will first
describe possible attack scenarios that aware of TIME-
SEAL’s counting policy design variables.
Attacker strategies. Based on the aforementioned de-
sign variables of TIMESEAL, a clever attacker may craft
one of the three following approaches:
• Attack 1: Choose n out of N counting threads ran-

domly to be scheduled out for one sec, where n could
be any value from 1 to N �1.

• Attack 2: Schedule out all counting threads for the
same interval delay of cd secs one after the other in
any order, where cd < 1.

• Attack 3: Schedule out all threads for the same inter-
val delay of cd secs at the same time.

In all cases, we assume the attacker not only knows the
design variables of TIMESEAL, but can also identify the
candidate set of counting threads of the associated ap-
plication. In reality, there may be several other threads
associated with the application that may further obfus-
cate the counting process.
Policy efficacy. To assess the efficacy of each policy
against each defense, we define a degradation metric,
D, as the portion of subticks that will be omitted from
the overall subticks count across one SGX tick, e.g.,
if subticks per tick = 1000, and D= 0.5, that would
mean an attack caused the subtick service to lose 50%
of its resolution. We further determine what is the max-
imum and minimum degradation an attack may achieve,
Dmax and Dmin, respectively, as well as the probability
of achieving the maximum degradation, P(D).
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Figure 4: Comparison of different clock models to build a high resolution SGX clock. A clock should always be
monotonic and compensate for time errors during high system load

cause huge variations in count values over multiple SGX
ticks. We attain this goal by inducing uncertainty in
the OS scheduling policy: TIMESEAL employs multiple
threads and a thread counting policy design that reduces
the efficacy of an attack on the time resolution per sec.

5.1.1 Thread Counting Policy Design

One naive approach for inducing scheduling uncertainty
is to let all threads count all the time and choose one
maximum count value at the end of every SGX tick.
This is not an effective counting policy because a fair
OS scheduling interrupts all threads for the same amount
of time, and results in same reduced resolution as with
one counting thread. Another approach is to allow only
one thread to count at a time for a specific duration be-
fore switching to the next thread. If the order in which
the threads are scheduled and their count intervals are
known, a malicious OS can locate and interrupt the
thread that is ready to count. As such, we need to de-
sign policies that reduce this predictability.
Policy design variables. The design variables of a
thread counting policy include the number of threads,
the counting interval assigned to each thread, as well
as the order in which each thread counting interval oc-
curs. We first design three policies based on the latter
two variables and discuss how varying the number of
threads will affect each policy. For the purpose of clar-
ity, Figure 5 depicts the three general approaches for a
counting policy consisting of three threads1: T1, T2, and
T3. Each policy assigns an order and counting interval
to each thread. In summary,
• Policy A: assigns a different order but the same count

interval to the threads every sec
• Policy B: chooses a different order and count interval

every sec
• Policy C: chooses a different thread order every sec

while assigning a different count interval to every
thread within one sec.

All threads get the same amount of counting time over a

1Note that this figure only depicts the counting threads for clarity.
These threads will most likely compete with the rest of the OS.
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Figure 5: Multiple threads consuming equal CPU time
either in one SGX sec or across multiple seconds. Note
that threads count in a different order every sec

small (Policies A and B) or a long period (Policy C). In
order to assess the efficacy of each defense, we will first
describe possible attack scenarios that aware of TIME-
SEAL’s counting policy design variables.
Attacker strategies. Based on the aforementioned de-
sign variables of TIMESEAL, a clever attacker may craft
one of the three following approaches:
• Attack 1: Choose n out of N counting threads ran-

domly to be scheduled out for one sec, where n could
be any value from 1 to N �1.

• Attack 2: Schedule out all counting threads for the
same interval delay of cd secs one after the other in
any order, where cd < 1.

• Attack 3: Schedule out all threads for the same inter-
val delay of cd secs at the same time.

In all cases, we assume the attacker not only knows the
design variables of TIMESEAL, but can also identify the
candidate set of counting threads of the associated ap-
plication. In reality, there may be several other threads
associated with the application that may further obfus-
cate the counting process.
Policy efficacy. To assess the efficacy of each policy
against each defense, we define a degradation metric,
D, as the portion of subticks that will be omitted from
the overall subticks count across one SGX tick, e.g.,
if subticks per tick = 1000, and D= 0.5, that would
mean an attack caused the subtick service to lose 50%
of its resolution. We further determine what is the max-
imum and minimum degradation an attack may achieve,
Dmax and Dmin, respectively, as well as the probability
of achieving the maximum degradation, P(D).
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Mitigate Scheduling Attack

Attack 1 Attack 2 Attack 3
Single Thread N-1 Threads Single Thread N-1 Threads 50% cd
µ s µ s µ s µ s µ s

Policy A 0.5k 3 7k 7 0.5k 3 9k 8.4 0.5k 1.8 7k 7 0.5k 3 9k 8.5 0.6k 8 25k 24
Policy B 0.002k 3 6.6k 5.2 0.068k 3 9.6k 8.5 0.076k 1.5 6k 5 0.05k 0.6 10k 7.4 0.08k 9.4 22k 24
Policy C 8k 2.7 300k 200 0.3k 0.6 1500k 1600 1k 11 81k 60 1k 25 100k 99 0.02k 5 31k 26

Table 2: Counting policies results for single and multiple-thread contexts, where µ and s are the mean and standard
deviation of induced error in msec. A “Single” Thread attack implies only one thread is scheduled out while an “(N-1)
Threads” attack implies only one thread is counting at a time. Format of error is {errortick k errorOS}
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Figure 7: Scheduling attacks 1 and 2 aborts either 1,
2, 3, or 4 threads out of 5 counting threads. Policy B
bounds the error to within tens of msec
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Figure 8: Delay attacks of different durations

in. Figure 7 shows the relationship between the num-
ber of threads and TIMESEAL’s errors. Using Policy B,
we see a decrease in errors with an increase in number
of threads because of small attack success probability.
Also note that 95th percentile errortick for Attack2 is
smaller as compared to Attack 1 because of its lower
attack success probability as discussed in Section 5.1.
Countering delay attacks. Time error is directly pro-
portional to delay attack duration. The more the SGX
time packet is delayed, the more error an attacker can ac-
cumulate. We test different delay attack intervals rang-
ing from 0 to 1sec under 50% system load. In Figure 8,
although TIMESEAL’s error increases with an increase
in delay duration, our delay mitigation technique bounds
it to be within 100s of msec. For example, for a de-
lay duration of 1sec, errortick has a 140msec mean and
342msec 95th percentile. errorOS has 137msec mean
with 356msec 95th percentile. We can also detect and
bound delay attacks above 1sec by adjusting the subtick
related parameters discussed in Section 5.2.
Overcoming scheduling and delay attacks. Figure 9
shows the effects of delay attacks and scheduling attacks
on time plots. SGX true time advances every sec (red
dashed line), delayed SGX time advances with varia-

tions around 1 sec (green solid line), and TIMESEAL’s
clock advances with a msec resolution (blue dotted line).
Delay attacks distort frequency of TIMESEAL’s clock
such that it advances at a different rate every sec as
shown in Figure 9a.

Our delay mitigation technique restores true SGX
ticks, adjusts TIMESEAL’s frequency, and slews accu-
mulated errors of delay attacks. By doing so, Figure 9b
shows that the high resolution TIMESEAL clock traces
SGX ticks precisely and advances with a stable fre-
quency. If an attacker also launches scheduling attacks
on top of delaying SGX packets, our policies make sure
that the error remains bounded to within 100s of msecs.
Depending upon the scheduling attack type and cd value
per thread, Figure 9c’s zoomed-in plot shows a decrease
in TIMESEAL’s effective resolution. The wavy plot with
small time discontinuities is a result of different threads
counting at different times due to scheduling attacks.
TIMESEAL’s resolution degradation is much less than
the clock errors. Figure 10 presents the mean errortick
and errorOS distributions for different scheduling attack
types and 1sec delay attacks. The mean of errors are
a result of delay attacks while the interquartiles (iqr)
are a result of scheduling attack. Note that fewer num-
ber of threads yield slightly large errors. For Attack
1 with N-1 threads counting (A1 : (N � 1)c), the mean
erroros is 135msec with 11msec iqr, and mean errortick
is 138msec with 9msec iqr. For Attack 1 with only
one thread counting (A1 : c) the mean errors increase
to 165msec with 15msec iqr for both errors.
System resources overhead. TIMESEAL threads are
not given a high priority and they are scheduled as
normal threads. Systems under high load may give
less CPU time to TIMESEAL threads resulting in er-
rors due to varying subticks per sec as shown in Fig-
ure 4. Scheduling attack achieves same degradation ma-
liciously. Hence, we argue that our clock model and
counting policies are equally resilient to high load sce-
narios and an attacker can’t obfuscate an attack during
high load.

For every application that needs secure time, TIME-
SEAL’s model of polling PSE for SGX time is similar to
current SGX model. To enforce certain time based poli-
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Attack 1 Attack 2 Attack 3
Single Thread N-1 Threads Single Thread N-1 Threads 50% cd
µ s µ s µ s µ s µ s

Policy A 0.5k 3 7k 7 0.5k 3 9k 8.4 0.5k 1.8 7k 7 0.5k 3 9k 8.5 0.6k 8 25k 24
Policy B 0.002k 3 6.6k 5.2 0.068k 3 9.6k 8.5 0.076k 1.5 6k 5 0.05k 0.6 10k 7.4 0.08k 9.4 22k 24
Policy C 8k 2.7 300k 200 0.3k 0.6 1500k 1600 1k 11 81k 60 1k 25 100k 99 0.02k 5 31k 26

Table 2: Counting policies results for single and multiple-thread contexts, where µ and s are the mean and standard
deviation of induced error in msec. A “Single” Thread attack implies only one thread is scheduled out while an “(N-1)
Threads” attack implies only one thread is counting at a time. Format of error is {errortick k errorOS}
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2, 3, or 4 threads out of 5 counting threads. Policy B
bounds the error to within tens of msec
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Figure 10: Delay attacks of different durations

success probability as discussed in Section 5.1.
Countering delay attacks. Time error is directly pro-
portional to delay attack duration. The more the SGX
time packet is delayed, the more error an attacker can ac-
cumulate. We test different delay attack intervals rang-
ing from 0 to 1sec under 50% system load. In Figure 10,
although TIMESEAL’s error increases with an increase
in delay duration, our delay mitigation technique bounds
it to be within 100s of msec. For example, for a de-
lay duration of 1sec, errortick has a 140msec mean and
342msec 95th percentile. errorOS has 137msec mean
with 356msec 95th percentile. We can also detect and
bound delay attacks above 1sec by adjusting the subtick
related parameters discussed in Section 5.2.
Overcoming scheduling and delay attacks. Figure 11
shows the effects of delay attacks and scheduling attacks
on time plots. SGX true time advances every sec (red
dashed line), delayed SGX time advances with varia-
tions around 1 sec (green solid line), and TIMESEAL’s
clock advances with a msec resolution (blue dotted line).
Delay attacks distort frequency of TIMESEAL’s clock
such that it advances at a different rate every sec as
shown in Figure 11a.

Our delay mitigation technique restores true SGX

ticks, adjusts TIMESEAL’s frequency, and slews accu-
mulated errors of delay attacks. By doing so, Figure 11b
shows that the high resolution TIMESEAL clock traces
SGX ticks precisely and advances with a stable fre-
quency. If an attacker also launches scheduling attacks
on top of delaying SGX packets, our policies make sure
that the error remains bounded to within 100s of msecs.
Depending upon the scheduling attack type and cd value
per thread, Figure 11c’s zoomed-in plot shows a de-
crease in TIMESEAL’s effective resolution. The wavy
plot with small time discontinuities is a result of differ-
ent threads counting at different times due to scheduling
attacks. TIMESEAL’s resolution degradation is much
less than the clock errors. Figure 12 presents the mean
errortick and errorOS distributions for different schedul-
ing attack types and 1sec delay attacks. The mean of
errors are a result of delay attacks while the interquar-
tiles (iqr) are a result of scheduling attack. Note that
lesser number of threads yield slightly large errors. For
Attack 1 with N-1 threads counting (A1 : (N �1)c), the
mean erroros is 135msec with 11msec iqr, and mean
errortick is 138msec with 9msec iqr. For Attack 1 with
only one thread counting (A1 : c) the mean errors in-
crease to 165msec with 15msec iqr for both errors.

System resources overhead. TIMESEAL threads are
not given a high priority and they are scheduled as
normal threads. Systems under high load may give
less CPU time to TIMESEAL threads resulting in er-
rors due to varying subticks per sec as shown in Fig-
ure 6. Scheduling attack achieves same degradation ma-
liciously. Hence, we argue that our clock model and
counting policies are equally resilient to high load sce-
narios and an attacker can’t obfuscate an attack during
high load.

For every application that needs secure time, TIME-
SEAL’s model of polling PSE for SGX time is similar to
current SGX model. To enforce certain time based poli-
cies, SGX enclaves also poll PSE continuously to make
sure that a certain duration has passed [19]. Therefore,
we argue that there is no bandwidth increase over cur-
rent SGX use cases. However, although more counting
threads under any scheduling policy decreases the prob-
ability of an attack’s success, CPU usage increases. This
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Figure 9: Time plot of true SGX, delayed SGX, and TIMESEAL measured time. (a) Error in subticks per sec due to
delayed SGX ticks affects TIMESEAL’s accuracy. (b) Delay attack mitigation technique, connects measured time to
true SGX ticks. (c)Scheduling attacks on top of delay attacks decrease resolution as shown in zoomed-in plot
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Figure 10: An attacker delays SGX packets by 1 sec
and launches scheduling attacks 1, 2, 3. The mean error
distribution for all attacks remain within 100s of msec

cies, SGX enclaves also poll PSE continuously to make
sure that a certain duration has passed [20]. Therefore,
we argue that there is no bandwidth increase over cur-
rent SGX use cases. However, although more counting
threads under any scheduling policy decreases the prob-
ability of an attack’s success, CPU usage increases. This
implies a performance degradation after a certain num-
ber of threads. Figure 7 supports this claim where four
threads provide the best performance, and degradation is
minimal with decreasing threads. Therefore, an applica-
tion can strike a balance among the number of threads,
CPU usage, and required time error.

7 Discussion

The following are key points for TIMESEAL’s design.
TIMESEAL placement: TIMESEAL’s components are
enclosed inside application enclavesto avoid delay at-
tacks on additional communication channels via the OS.
This design requires applications to have their own in-
stances of TIMESEAL threads–increasing the CPU us-
age. One possibility to avoid delay attacks between PSE
and TIMESEAL is to provide a high resolution clock
within PSE. A modified PSE, though, will not be able
to use a secure channel with CSME because the root of
trust isn’t established by Intel servers [21].
TIMESEAL for other TEE: TIMESEAL’s architecture
and design principles are not dependent on one TEE.
Though we used SGX, any TEE that provides access to
a trusted timer can be considered. Exploring the possi-

bility of enabling TIMESEAL for ARM TrustZone is in
consideration as it dominates the embedded market.
TIMESEAL performance: The number of applications
running TIMESEAL is limited by the number of logical
cores on a CPU. If a CPU has 8 cores, only 8 applica-
tions can run TIMESEAL without being a victim of At-
tack 3 where all TIMESEAL threads are scheduled out at
the same time. However, we do quantify and provide
bounds on time degradation for threads running only
50% or 75% of a sec in Figure 10.
Recommendations for vendors: To avoid complex and
incomplete designs of secure clocks–which is still an
open problem–we list a set of requirements for hardware
vendors that fulfill all conditions of a secure clock to the
best of our knowledge. First, there should exist a hard-
ware timer with associated registers that no privileged
hardware or software can write to. Second, this timer
should be derived from a high frequency oscillator that
should not be overclocked or under-clocked by a mali-
cious software. Third, the timer should have a sufficient
number of bits–preferably 64 bits–so that it never over-
flows. Finally, access to the timer value should be se-
curely memory mapped for fast access and independent
of OS manipulation and delays. These requirements can
only be fulfilled by a hardware vendor.

8 Conclusion

Securing time in an untrusted OS is a challenge. We
present TIMESEAL, a new secure time architecture that
leverages TEE for hardware timer protection and elim-
inates timing limitations and vulnerabilities in TEE to
secure time. TIMESEAL provides a local secure clock
that is good for measuring time durations. There are
a plethora of applications that require secure global
time [36] [6] [7]. Researchers have addressed global
time security by protecting time transfer packets in the
network. This is an orthogonal area of research, and we
plan to synchronize TIMESEAL to global time.
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TimeSeal Evaluation

Mitigate Delay+Scheduling Attacks

Attack 1 Attack 2 Attack 3
Single Thread N-1 Threads Single Thread N-1 Threads 50% cd
µ s µ s µ s µ s µ s

Policy A 0.5k 3 7k 7 0.5k 3 9k 8.4 0.5k 1.8 7k 7 0.5k 3 9k 8.5 0.6k 8 25k 24
Policy B 0.002k 3 6.6k 5.2 0.068k 3 9.6k 8.5 0.076k 1.5 6k 5 0.05k 0.6 10k 7.4 0.08k 9.4 22k 24
Policy C 8k 2.7 300k 200 0.3k 0.6 1500k 1600 1k 11 81k 60 1k 25 100k 99 0.02k 5 31k 26

Table 2: Counting policies results for single and multiple-thread contexts, where µ and s are the mean and standard
deviation of induced error in msec. A “Single” Thread attack implies only one thread is scheduled out while an “(N-1)
Threads” attack implies only one thread is counting at a time. Format of error is {errortick k errorOS}
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Figure 9: Scheduling attacks 1 and 2 aborts either 1,
2, 3, or 4 threads out of 5 counting threads. Policy B
bounds the error to within tens of msec
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Figure 10: Delay attacks of different durations

success probability as discussed in Section 5.1.
Countering delay attacks. Time error is directly pro-
portional to delay attack duration. The more the SGX
time packet is delayed, the more error an attacker can ac-
cumulate. We test different delay attack intervals rang-
ing from 0 to 1sec under 50% system load. In Figure 10,
although TIMESEAL’s error increases with an increase
in delay duration, our delay mitigation technique bounds
it to be within 100s of msec. For example, for a de-
lay duration of 1sec, errortick has a 140msec mean and
342msec 95th percentile. errorOS has 137msec mean
with 356msec 95th percentile. We can also detect and
bound delay attacks above 1sec by adjusting the subtick
related parameters discussed in Section 5.2.
Overcoming scheduling and delay attacks. Figure 11
shows the effects of delay attacks and scheduling attacks
on time plots. SGX true time advances every sec (red
dashed line), delayed SGX time advances with varia-
tions around 1 sec (green solid line), and TIMESEAL’s
clock advances with a msec resolution (blue dotted line).
Delay attacks distort frequency of TIMESEAL’s clock
such that it advances at a different rate every sec as
shown in Figure 11a.

Our delay mitigation technique restores true SGX

ticks, adjusts TIMESEAL’s frequency, and slews accu-
mulated errors of delay attacks. By doing so, Figure 11b
shows that the high resolution TIMESEAL clock traces
SGX ticks precisely and advances with a stable fre-
quency. If an attacker also launches scheduling attacks
on top of delaying SGX packets, our policies make sure
that the error remains bounded to within 100s of msecs.
Depending upon the scheduling attack type and cd value
per thread, Figure 11c’s zoomed-in plot shows a de-
crease in TIMESEAL’s effective resolution. The wavy
plot with small time discontinuities is a result of differ-
ent threads counting at different times due to scheduling
attacks. TIMESEAL’s resolution degradation is much
less than the clock errors. Figure 12 presents the mean
errortick and errorOS distributions for different schedul-
ing attack types and 1sec delay attacks. The mean of
errors are a result of delay attacks while the interquar-
tiles (iqr) are a result of scheduling attack. Note that
lesser number of threads yield slightly large errors. For
Attack 1 with N-1 threads counting (A1 : (N �1)c), the
mean erroros is 135msec with 11msec iqr, and mean
errortick is 138msec with 9msec iqr. For Attack 1 with
only one thread counting (A1 : c) the mean errors in-
crease to 165msec with 15msec iqr for both errors.

System resources overhead. TIMESEAL threads are
not given a high priority and they are scheduled as
normal threads. Systems under high load may give
less CPU time to TIMESEAL threads resulting in er-
rors due to varying subticks per sec as shown in Fig-
ure 6. Scheduling attack achieves same degradation ma-
liciously. Hence, we argue that our clock model and
counting policies are equally resilient to high load sce-
narios and an attacker can’t obfuscate an attack during
high load.

For every application that needs secure time, TIME-
SEAL’s model of polling PSE for SGX time is similar to
current SGX model. To enforce certain time based poli-
cies, SGX enclaves also poll PSE continuously to make
sure that a certain duration has passed [19]. Therefore,
we argue that there is no bandwidth increase over cur-
rent SGX use cases. However, although more counting
threads under any scheduling policy decreases the prob-
ability of an attack’s success, CPU usage increases. This
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